1 Introduction
==============

German registry data indicate that the annual incidence of newly diagnosed malignant head and neck tumours is approximately 14,000 \[[@R88]\]. Over 90% of these are head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC). For smaller, localised HNSCC (Stages I and II), surgery and/or radiation are the therapy of choice and outcomes are generally favourable. For patients with local or regionally advanced disease (Stage III or IV), the prognosis is much worse. Despite the use of intense, localised therapy, 50--60% of such patients have a local or regional recurrence after their first treatment course, and remote metastases appear in up to 20% \[[@R192]\], \[[@R108]\], \[[@R14]\]. For patients with uncontrolled local and regional metastases, effective systemic treatment is required (e.g. chemotherapy \[CTX\]).

2 Cytostatics
=============

Since the introduction of cytostatic therapy in the 1940s, a number of effective anti-neoplastic agents have been synthesised or isolated from biological substances. Developments have focused on finding cytostatic or cytotoxic agents that are as selective as possible against malignant cells, but have minimal effects on healthy tissues. Since normal and malignant cells do not usually differ sufficiently for chemotherapeutic agents to have such tumour-specificity, dose-limiting side effects are often observed. The effect of most anti-neoplastic medications is based on the interaction of macromolecules that are required for maintaining cellular integrity and proliferation such as: nucleic acids, enzymes, and structural and surface proteins. Some chemotherapeutics limit their cytostatic or cytotoxic effects to single stages of the cell cycle (phase-specific agents). Others work across many phases of the cycle (non-phase-specific). In HNSCC, the most widely used chemotherapeutic agents are cisplatin, carboplatin, 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate, and the taxanes (e.g. paclitaxel and docetaxel). They are generally administered as a two-or three-agent combination, and can be *curative* or *palliative*.

The following sections summarise the use of cytostatics as single therapy or combination therapy in the neoadjuvant, induction, and adjuvant settings. Use of a newer class of anti-neoplastic agent, EGFR monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), will also be discussed. The first of these agents, cetuximab, is now licensed for the treatment of HNSCC patients. Other classes of systemic chemotherapeutic compounds that are yet to be licensed in HNSCC are listed in Figure 1 [(Fig. 1)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

2.1 Individual cytostatic agents
--------------------------------

### 2.1.1 Platinum derivatives

Extensive evidence shows that platinum derivatives are one of the most effective treatment classes in patients with HNSCC. Cisplatin is a planar heavy-metal complex that targets deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) for its anti-tumour activity. Cisplatin forms many kinds of DNA adducts, 90% of which are 1,2-intrastrand cross-links, where platinum coordinates to two adjacent guanine residues or an adjacent adenine and guanine. The remaining are other intrastrand cross-links, interstrand cross-links, monofunctional adducts, or protein-DNA cross-links \[[@R177]\].

In 288 patients with recurring and metastasised head-neck carcinoma, cisplatin monotherapy achieved an average remission rate of 28% \[[@R7]\], corresponding approximately to the results achieved with the "reference" treatment of that time, methotrexate. A meta-analysis of palliative chemotherapy studies in HNSCC \[[@R29]\] showed that remission rates and overall survival with cisplatin monotherapy were comparable to that of methotrexate. Nausea and vomiting were observed in most patients between the standard dosage range of 50 to 120 mg/m^2^. Common dose-limiting side effects included nephrotoxicity, ototoxicity, and peripheral neuropathy. To increase tolerability, cisplatin-containing regimens requiring 100 mg per day, are divided into five separate cisplatin doses of 20 mg each when administered in Germany.

Carboplatin has a more favourable nephrotoxic, ototoxic, and emetogenic profile, but is more myelotoxic \[[@R34]\], \[[@R8]\], \[[@R9]\]. When compared to cisplatin, a higher concentration of carboplatin is required to achieve equivalent DNA binding. This has been attributed to the fact that it forms intrastrand DNA cross-links at a slower rate then cisplatin, and that the elimination constant (Km) of free platinum is 10-fold lower with carboplatin than with cisplatin \[[@R102]\], \[[@R64]\]. This means that when administered as monotherapy, comparable remission rates are achieved with a higher relative carboplatin dose of 400 mg/m^2^ \[[@R63]\]. However, when used as part of a combination CTX regimen, carboplatin appears to be inferior to cisplatin \[[@R71]\], \[[@R49]\].

### 2.1.2 Methotrexate

Methotrexate (MTX) is one of the early effective therapies for CTX of head-neck carcinomas. Starting from the observation that folic acid can block the growth of tumours \[[@R114]\], MTX was developed as a cytostatic folic acid analogue \[[@R72]\]. Methotrexate blocks the formation of tetrahydrofolic acid because of its high affinity for dihydrofolic acid reductase, a co-enzyme for C1-metabolism during the synthesis of nucleic acid. It also suppresses protein synthesis in the G1 phase.

High-dose MTX treatment became possible with the introduction of *leucovorin rescue*, which prevents normal cells being affected by MTX-induced folic acid deficiency. For recurring or highly advanced HNSCC, MTX monotherapy is associated with a remission rate of 31% \[[@R7]\]. High-dose MTX therapy combined with leucovorin rescue evokes a higher response rate compared to monotherapy alone, but does not significantly improve survival. Hepatotoxic, pulmotoxic, and nephrotoxic side effects and the appearance of dermatitis have been observed with MTX.

### 2.1.3 5-Fluorouracil

The anti-metabolite 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) was developed by Heidelberger et al. in 1957 \[[@R80]\], based on the observation that during DNA synthesis, the uracil base was used more effectively by tumour cells than normal cells.

Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain its anti-neoplastic effect. It is postulated that following intracellular nucleotide metabolism, 5-FU blocks the key enzyme, thymidilate synthetase \[[@R171]\], which leads to a reduction of desoxythymide triphosphate (dTTP), a preliminary product of DNA synthesis. Its effect also seems to be due to a direct block on RNA synthesis \[[@R164]\].

When used as monotherapy in HNSCC, 5-FU evokes only a moderate remission rate of about 15% \[[@R7]\], so a combination with cisplatin is of particular therapeutic importance \[[@R29]\]. The most common 5-FU-associated side effects are found in the gastrointestinal tract (stomatitis, ulceration, diarrhoea), ocular tissue (blepharitis, conjunctivitis, lacrimal-duct stenosis), and skin (dermatitis).

### 2.1.4 Mitomycin C

Mitomycin is an antibiotic that was isolated in the late 1950s from *Streptomyces caespitosus*. It inserts itself between two strands of DNA, and causes irreversible damage that triggers a cytotoxic signal cascade.

Under hypoxic conditions, mitomycin C works as an oxidant. It is a biologically active alkylating agent which exerts its effect via enzymatic reduction. It is used either as monotherapy or in combination with 5-FU. When this combination is administered concurrently with RTX, it can improve survival compared with RTX alone \[[@R31]\]. Mitomycin C is rapidly inactivated by enzymes in the liver, kidneys, spleen, and heart. It is excreted mainly through the kidneys. Typical side effects concern the skin (necrosis), kidneys, and lungs (fibrosis).

### 2.1.5 Taxanes

Taxanes are naturally occurring cytostatic compounds which have been used in cancer therapy since the early 1990s. Paclitaxel, originally obtained from the Pacific yew, was followed by the semi-synthesised docetaxel. Taxanes block cell division and tumour growth *via* inhibition of the spindle apparatus.

In HNSCC, docetaxel monotherapy is associated with a major response rate of 42% \[[@R59]\]. Side effects include nausea, vomiting, bone-marrow suppression, paraesthesias, and reversible hair loss. High remission rates have been achieved with taxanes, particularly when used in combination with 5-FU and a platin. However, when administered as induction therapy, relatively high toxicity rates have been reported \[[@R151]\], \[[@R187]\].

### 2.1.6 Bleomycin

The antibiotic, bleomycin, is a complex glycoprotein which is isolated from *Streptomyces verticillus* \[[@R182]\]. It binds specifically to guanine and cleaves single and double strands of DNA \[[@R130]\]. Its efficacy in squamous epithelial carcinoma, and its pulmonary and cutaneous side effects are due to the subsequent absence of bleomycin-inactivated hydrolase in the lungs and epithelium. During bleomycin monotherapy, remission rates of 6--45% (average 21%) have been achieved in patients who have exhausted conventional therapies \[[@R7]\]. Because of its low myelotoxicity, bleomycin is suitable in combination with myelosuppressive cytostatics. However, in recent times, its use has decreased significantly.

### 2.1.7 Vincristine

Vincristine sulphate is a natural alkaloid of the evergreen plant *Cantharanthus roseus*. By binding to tubulin, the spindle poison inhibits polymerisation to microtubuli and induces metaphasic arrest. Although its primary cytotoxic effect is generated by disturbing mitosis, there is also evidence that its lethal effects are evoked via other mechanisms. Vincristine-associated cytotoxic effects have been observed in non-proliferating cells in the G1 and S phases of the cell cycle \[[@R122]\].

In HNSCC, alkaloids are seldom used as monotherapy \[[@R169]\], \[[@R36]\], but have been included in combination regimens. Vincristine is rarely used today, due in part to its dose-limiting side effects, which include peripheral neuropathy. The third-generation derivative of vincristine, vinorelbine, is available in an oral formulation.

### 2.1.8 Other cytostatics

Other rarely-used cytostatics include ifosfamide (a nitrogen mustard alkylating agent), gemcitabine (an analogue of the nucleotide, cytidine), pemetrexed (a folic acid analogue which blocks thymidylate synthase, dihydrofolate reductase and glycinamide ribonucleotide formyltransferase) and oral etoposide (a topoisomerase inhibitor).

2.2 Cytostatic combinations
---------------------------

Since the 1990s, cytostatic combination therapies have been frequently used (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the classic chemotherapeutics: methotrexate, cisplatin, 5-FU, and bleomycin; taxanes, gemcitabine, vinorelbin, and oral etopocide have all been studied. CTX monotherapy usually evokes a response rate of 10--30%, but these rates increase significantly when agents are used in combination. In general, it should be taken into consideration that the efficacy of the CTX depends significantly on the stage of the disease. In randomised studies, the use of cisplatin in combination with 5-FU was the accepted reference therapy for quite some time. Triple-therapy combinations, which normally included a platin, achieved the highest response rates of up to 80%. This intensive CTX however, was also associated with significantly higher toxicity, and was therefore not widely administered. In addition, the increased response rates did not necessarily translate into an increase in survival time.

For many years, the use of a single CTX regimen (as monotherapy or as part of dual or triple therapy) was reserved for palliative care. The curative breakthrough occurred in the 1990s with the introduction of combinations comprising a platin-analogue/5-FY or mitomycin C/carboplatin with simultaneous or subsequent RTX (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Other combinations consist of a platin-analogue + docetaxel (neurotoxicity) ± 5-FU (mucositis, diarrhoea, gastrointestinal sepsis) ± cetuximab (see below). The evidence supporting the use of these combinations as part of a multimodal therapy approach is presented more extensively in the following chapters.

2.3 Cytostatic therapy with curative intent
-------------------------------------------

The exclusive use of curative chemotherapy regimens can help to avoid the well-documented side effects of radiotherapy (e.g. mucositis and function-impairing fibrosis) and organ-ablating surgery.

Laccourreye et al. showed that non-metastatic laryngeal cancers (T1-3(4)) could be controlled solely by CTX \[[@R105]\], \[[@R106]\], with 5-year survival rates exceeding 85%. A study by Holsinger et al. involved 31 patients with T2-T4a N0-N1 tumours which were eligible for control with partial laryngeal resection \[[@R87]\]. For a third of these patients, the use of 3--4 cycles with paclitaxel, ifosfamide and cisplatin achieved durable disease remission with no evidence of recurrence over a median follow-up time of 5 years.

For advanced laryngeal cancers, however, a CTX-alone approach may not be appropriate. In a study of 32 patients, none of the four patients who achieved a complete histologic complete response after a single neoadjuvant cycle of CTX, were relapse-free after further CTX-only treatment \[[@R54]\]. Moreover, even when control of the primary tumour is achieved, cervical metastases can cause complications \[[@R54]\].

Overall, a curative CTX-only regimen is a potential experimental option for certain laryngeal cancers, but is far removed from the current standard. If considered at all, it should only be used in very carefully selected patients and/or for research purposes.

2.4 Chemosensitivity determination and chemoselection
-----------------------------------------------------

The use of CTX regimens is based on empirically-collected response rates from large populations which do not differentiate tumour specificity. Tumours which appear histologically identical can respond differently to the same CTX regimen, so in this regard, the use of tumour-specific anti-oncograms, similar to those used in antibiotic therapy, could help to predict response.

As long ago as 1957, Wright et al. \[[@R209]\] tried to cultivate tumour cells *in vitro* in order to predict *in vivo* chemosensitivity. Various clinical studies have since been attempted, to try to dispel any general reservations about chemosensitivity predictions. The most closely aligned predictive correlation for determining *in vivo* chemosensitivity from *in vitro* results is for the clonogenic assay \[[@R200]\]. Von Hoff et al. \[[@R194]\] showed that when clonogenic assay-predicted chemosensitivity was considered, although survival times were not prolonged, the partial response rate in patients with metastatic tumours increased from 3% to 21%. To date, predictive chemosensitivity has yet to be accepted into routine clinical practice \[[@R56]\], \[[@R86]\], \[[@R51]\]. Various reasons exist: firstly, there are effective treatment regimens which can, if necessary, be modified within a short time; and secondly, non-chemotherapy-naïve tumours are rarely refractory to further cytostatic therapy. Therefore, the use of a predictive in vitro chemosensitivity assay will not usually convey an additional benefit.

In future, chemosensitivity testing could have an increased role as a selection criterion in patients with HNSCC (i.e. to determine whether treatment should be surgical or multimodal). This can be crucial, as although most new tumours are resectable, some surgical procedures necessitate an accompanying loss of the organ (larynx). Conversely, multimodal "organ-preserving" treatment options can belatedly cause function-impairing high toxicity levels \[[@R51]\]. According to current data, a satisfactory response can only be expected in about 30% of tumours, so the use of effective predictive information should help to ensure that patients receive the most suitable therapeutic intervention.

Another approach, known as "chemoselection", consists of determining chemosensitivity *in vivo*. As long ago as the 1980s, HNSCC patients showed an improved response to RTX if they had previously responded to CTX induction therapy \[[@R65]\]. Similarly, in the early 1990s, a study that became known as the "VA Trial" (Veterans Affair Laryngeal Cancer Group), showed a clear survival advantage for patients with extensive laryngeal cancer who had responded well to 1--2 cycles of CTX induction prior to receiving radiotherapy \[[@R179]\].

This type of "chemoselection" was investigated by the working group from Michigan \[[@R183]\]. A single 5-FU/platinum cycle was used to pre-select patients with advanced laryngeal cancers for further treatment. Non-responders underwent surgery, which also helped them to avoid the complications of subsequent "salvage laryngectomy" \[[@R154]\], whereas patients with tumour regression underwent organ-preserving CRT. The organ preservation and survival data for the responders were so promising that further studies were performed in patients with oropharyngeal cancers. From these studies, it appears that CTX induction + CRT is most suited to patients with HPV16 (human papillomavirus)-positive tumours \[[@R104]\], \[[@R207]\], \[[@R208]\]. Large-scale prospective studies are now being performed to investigate the suitability of HPV, or of surrogate markers such as p16, as predictors of a response to CTX or RTX.

2.5 Induction chemotherapy
--------------------------

Based on the observation that tumours without prior surgical or radiotherapy treatment respond better to cytostatic therapy, induction CTX is usually administered prior to local or regional standard therapy \[[@R205]\], \[[@R199]\], \[[@R198]\], \[[@R74]\], \[[@R100]\], Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This can devitalise both local and distal tumour manifestations that may not be ameliorated by localised surgery or radiation therapy, but that could potentially lead to locoregional recurrences \[[@R39]\]. A further advantage of induction CTX is that the initial response can help clinicians decide whether organ preservation or surgery is the most appropriate option (see *2.4 Chemosensitivity determination and chemoselection*).

Induction CTX is usually followed by irradiation, as contrary to lymphoproliferative diseases, the response is only temporary and must be consolidated by local measures. Induction CTX is used mainly in the course of organ-preserving therapy, particularly with laryngeal/hypopharyngeal cancers (avoidance of laryngectomy), and recently increasingly also with (HPV-positive) oropharyngeal neoplasia (preservation of the base of the tongue).

The concept of induction CTX is based mainly on the classically ground-breaking laryngeal organ-preserving studies: the VA trial \[[@R179]\] and the study by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC \[[@R112]\], Table 1 [(Tab. 1)](#T1){ref-type="fig"}).

These studies showed no significant difference in survival between the two study arms a) "organ-preserving" induction CTX with platinum analogues/5-FU and RTX compared with b) "organ-ablating" surgery and adjuvant RTX. A detailed and critical description of these studies, along with analyses of quality-of-life and distant metastases, can be found in the paper by F. Wenz. Consequently, a large number of studies were performed using the dual-therapy induction regimen of cisplatin/5-FU, irrespective of tumour stage and tumour location, and predominantly in combination with conventionally fractionated RTX. This clear heterogeneity is why no clear proof could be found of any improvement in locoregional tumour control or any clear survival advantage \[[@R147]\].

Nevertheless, well-structured individual Phase III studies \[[@R141]\], \[[@R213]\], \[[@R57]\] have suggested a survival advantage of induction CTX when compared with local therapy alone (RTX ± surgery). This advantage was found to apply mainly in patients with inoperable tumours (RTX only). However, the studies were not performed using the current standard treatment for advanced unresectable tumours, which consists of simultaneous CRT. Indeed, the studies included in the meta-analysis were generally those with dual-therapy induction CTX followed by RTX. However, the MACH-NC meta-analysis \[[@R148]\], described extensively in the paper by F. Wenz, showed significantly improved overall survival when CRT was administered simultaneously, compared with patients treated with staged induction CTX + RTX.

In the TAX323 and TAX324 studies, the integration of a triple combination consisting of taxanes, platinum derivatives and 5-FU (TPF) followed by RTX (TAX323) or carboplatin-containing CRT (TAX324) led to renewed efforts being devoted to comparative studies \[[@R186]\], \[[@R151]\], \[[@R119]\]. Posner et al. \[[@R151]\] (TAX324) showed, in 501 patients with locally advanced HNSCC, that induction therapy with a TPF triple combination (docetaxel, cisplatin and 5-FU), compared with the "tried and tested" treatment regimen consisting of a combination of cisplatin and 5-FU (PF), produced a more than two-fold increase in median survival time (70.6 vs. 30.1 months) in a relatively cost-effective manner \[[@R143]\]. This was equivalent to a 30% relative reduction in the risk of death. In addition, when compared with the PF treatment regimen, TPF was associated with both a significant reduction in local tumour progression and a reduction in distant metastases \[[@R151]\]. However, these results must be treated with caution, since the effect was observed mainly in both elderly patients and those with oropharyngeal cancers, and the study group included about 60% primarily operable patients.

In the TAX323 study it was shown that, when compared with PF, the TPF regimen significantly prolonged mean survival, albeit to a small degree (18.6 vs. 14.6 months, *p*≤0.005) \[[@R186]\]. The additional administration of docetaxel in the induction CTX did not lead to any increase in grade 3/4 toxicity. From this, it can be deduced that the TPF regimen is the new "induction standard" in unresectable and locally advanced tumours, but that it still has to prove its worth in randomised studies versus the previous "standard treatment" of simultaneous CRT.

For this reason, comparative studies have been designed to assess whether the "new" TPF induction CTX (in combination with CRT) can improve locoregional tumour control or overall survival (e.g. SWOG Phase III trial in oropharyngeal cancer (SO427), Michigan, USA; Paradigm Phase III trial, Boston; TREMPLIN on larynx preservation, Lefebvre, Lille, France; ICRAT Phase II, Budach V, Berlin; Phase II, Padua \[[@R140]\]). Other clinical benefits such as reduction in distant metastases and preservation of function (speech, swallowing), e.g. through less late tissue fibrosis (the "wildfire" of simultaneous CRT), have also been assessed \[[@R101]\], \[[@R52]\]. The results of the German induction CTX initiative suggested moderate late toxicity using this approach \[[@R52]\]; so in order to avoid severe surgical complications after salvage laryngectomy \[[@R154]\], early surgical intervention shortly after the chemoselecting induction phase is recommended.

Extended induction CTX is not without its problems. Poor patient compliance directly affects survival rates, and drug-related toxicity can lead to death \[[@R149]\], \[[@R17]\]. The recent study by the German laryngeal organ preservation group (DeLOS-II, Dietz A, Leipzig) reported four treatment-related deaths with TPF (+/-cetuximab), resulting in the study being discontinued and re-designed. This study was re-initiated in Autumn 2009 after 5-FU had been eliminated from both arms because of TPF-induced neutropenia had resulted in an increased risk of sepsis. Similarly, in another German study which reported acceptable toxicity, induction therapy (TP) was given prior to CRT \[[@R167]\].

This led to TPF therapy being recommended in a sub-population of patients, selected on the basis of either comorbidity (Charlson scale) or ECOG performance status. Moreover, in patients with malnutrition/cancerous cachexia, a high-calorie diet was recommended; in those with febrile neutropenia, the administration of G-CSF and prophylactic antibiotic therapy (e.g. with quinolones) was recommended; and in patients with diarrhoea, loperamide administration and adequate fluid replacement were recommended. The severely vein-irritant cytostatics are generally administered via a central venous port (Figure 4 [(Fig. 4)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It is hoped that new studies which are directly comparing TPF+CRT with simultaneous CRT can answer further questions about efficacy (i.e. long-term survival, organ preservation, locoregional control, and distant metastases), toxicity (i.e. compliance and treatment-related deaths) and preservation of function (i.e. swallowing and speech).

Further recent developments have led to a reduction in the dose of the induction CTX, particularly in patients with HPV-positive oropharyngeal cancers (see below), which have been used in the study protocols of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG 1308) and other study groups \[[@R145]\]. This seems sensible, particularly considering the high toxicity of the TPF regimen, and would benefit patients with a high comorbidity level. As an alternative to dose reduction, drugs in the induction protocol can be replaced with alternative agents (including anti-EGFR antibodies and signal cascade inhibitors), some of which are already being investigated (see below).

On the basis of the current data, there are clear-cut clinical situations in which the use of induction CTX seems useful, such as in patients with a high risk of distant metastases (e.g. those with extensive lymph node metastases or hypopharyngeal cancers). Induction CTX in chemoselected patients (see above, \[[@R183]\]) could also be of benefit to patients with T4 laryngeal/hypopharyngeal cancers in whom the role of laryngeal preservation is unclear.

In summary, induction CTX is not currently regarded as standard therapy for patients with advanced HNSCC. Current studies investigating the use of this approach (and particularly that of the relatively toxic TPF triple therapy), at various disease stages, will help to further establish its value versus simultaneous CRT. The crucial question about how to reduce the function-impairing late toxicity observed after simultaneous CRT also needs to be answered.

2.6 Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
----------------------------

The term induction CTX is generally used in the context of organ preservation (e.g. of the larynx). In contrast, with neoadjuvant CTX, the emphasis is on reducing ("downstaging" and "downsizing") the primary tumour *followed by resection* (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It was previously thought that the subsequent resection had to be performed to the same specifications that were used before the advent of CTX. However, downstaging of the kind practised with oesophageal cancers, which was thought to be more or less obsolete, is now the focus of renewed interest \[[@R151]\].

The main neoadjuvant chemotherapeutic agents are dual or triple combinations comprising platinum analogues, taxanes and 5-FU. However, with one exception \[[@R57]\] (GETTEC), the few available studies show that neoadjuvant CTX followed by resection evokes no clear improvement in survival \[[@R162]\], \[[@R141]\], \[[@R213]\].

The integration of CTX in a neoadjuvant RCT setting, prior to the radical resection of oral cancers, (e.g. in accordance with the DÖSAG \["German-Austrian-Swiss Association for Tumours in the Maxillofacial Region"\] protocol) is associated with moderate toxicity and seems promising. However, whether there is a survival advantage relative to other treatment concepts is yet to be established in large-scale randomised studies \[[@R128]\], \[[@R95]\], \[[@R62]\], \[[@R60]\].

It is also not completely clear whether downstaging can be reliably achieved through neoadjuvant CTX (before surgery). The possible advantages of effective downstaging lie in the less radical resection of the primary tumour with improved postoperative quality-of-life. Large-scale, prospective, randomised studies with consistent histological evaluation would be a suitable means of determining the efficacy of neoadjuvant CTX.

2.7 Simultaneous chemoradiotherapy
----------------------------------

Simultaneous chemoradiotherapy (CRT, Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), a detailed account of which is given in the paper by F. Wenz, places the emphasis more on the locally intensified effect of the radiotherapy, rather than the systemic effect of the CTX. Indeed, CTX is intended to supplement local tumour control with irradiation, destroy micrometastases (additively), and contribute to an intensified radiotherapeutic effect (synergistically), for example by inhibiting the repair of sublethal lesions \[[@R192]\]. The main agents that can be administered simultaneously with RTX are cisplatin, carboplatin, 5-FU and mitomycin C. The positive effect of cisplatin has repeatedly been demonstrated, whilst its well-documented nephrotoxicity can be reduced by using lower doses at shorter intervals, and by ensuring hydration measures are effective. Carboplatin has a comparable radiotherapy-intensifying effect to cisplatin \[[@R93]\], and results with mitomycin look promising since it complements the action of the RTX, particularly on hypoxic cells. However, the main disadvantage with this agent is the risk of more severe cytopenia, which must not be ignored in nutritionally compromised HNSCC patients.

To optimise the desired effect, the different treatment modalities are administered shortly after one another or simultaneously. A meta-analysis published by Munro \[[@R132]\] revealed that in patients with advanced HNSCC, survival time was improved by 12% in patients receiving simultaneous CRT, when compared with those treated with RTX alone. This superiority has since been confirmed in several randomised studies, and is essentially attributable to improved locoregional control \[[@R28]\], \[[@R33]\], \[[@R55]\], \[[@R92]\], \[[@R174]\].

Similarly, the two Pignon meta-analyses which include 63 and 93 studies respectively \[[@R147]\], \[[@R148]\], showed a significant survival advantage for HNSCC patients following simultaneous CRT, when compared with those receiving induction CTX prior to RTX. This superiority was confirmed in the three-armed RTOG study 91--11 which investigated organ-preserving therapy in patients with advanced but operable laryngeal cancers \[[@R69]\]. In this randomised Phase III study, the simultaneous CRT arm (cisplatin and standard fractionated RTX) proved superior to the induction arm and the RTX-only arm, in terms of both larynx preservation and disease-free survival. However, there was no significant difference in overall survival between study arms, and even the initially observed difference in larynx preservation levelled out during long-term follow-up \[[@R70]\]. The increased acute toxicity of simultaneous CRT is adequately documented in the Forastiere study, and although other studies documented only sporadic late toxicities \[[@R117]\], \[[@R50]\], \[[@R158]\], they were particularly concerning in the first German laryngeal organ preservation study (Phase II) \[[@R160]\]: after three years, 25% of the surviving patients had to be tracheotomised because of pronounced, refractory late oedema which occurred as a result of the simultaneous CRT. It is clear from this study that the use of simultaneous CRT as an organ-preserving approach is not the ideal solution in patients with resectable laryngeal or hypopharyngeal cancers. This may be contrary to the ASCO recommendation \[[@R146]\], but organ preservation does not simply mean that the organ should remain anatomically intact; it should also retain its functionality \[[@R181]\]. When compared with the organ-preserving protocols associated with induction, simultaneous platinum-based CRT produces the lowest "laryngo-oesophagus dysfunction-free survival" rates, an endpoint recently defined by Lefebvre and Ang \[[@R110]\], \[[@R111]\]. However, the most recent MACH-NC meta-analysis by Pignon \[[@R148]\] showed significantly improved overall survival in the simultaneous CRT arm, when compared with patients treated with a (dual combination) induction approach of CTX + RT. Large-scale clinical studies are currently being performed to see whether a triple combination in the induction phase followed by (C)RT confirms this finding.

In summary, simultaneous CRT can be used in primarily inoperable HNSCC and is an organ-preserving strategy for advanced-stage tumours (in the larynx, hypo-and oropharynx). However, the associated late toxicities which can result in a dysfunctional organ have not yet been adequately detected and evaluated \[[@R196]\].

2.8 Adjuvant chemotherapy
-------------------------

Adjuvant CTX (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is used in an attempt to catch microscopic tumour residues *after* a surgical and/or radiotherapeutic intervention has been carried out. Despite impressive remission rates, mainly with inductive CTX, no reliable improvement in survival time has so far been demonstrated using adjuvant CTX alone \[[@R163]\], \[[@R91]\], \[[@R68]\], \[[@R109]\], \[[@R15]\]. Adjuvant CTX is most effectively used in *combination* with irradiation therapy in the form of adjuvant CRT (see the paper by F. Wenz). The two most important recent studies which investigated adjuvant CTX in combination with RTX are the EORTC 22931 study of Bernier et al. \[[@R22]\] and the RTOG 9501 study of Cooper et al. \[[@R47]\]. Without any significant increases in early or late toxicities, both studies showed an improvement in tumour-free survival (overall survival only in the EORTC study) and locoregional tumour control rate, but no reduction in distant metastases in the adjuvant CRT arm.

In a meta-analysis of both studies \[[@R21]\], extracapsular growth and small (less than 0.5 cm) resection margins were the demographic parameters that led to the most marked benefit with combined CRT. This level I evidence showed that conventionally fractionated, platinum-containing postoperative CRT in patients with the specified risk factors, improved local control and survival. In this situation, postoperative combined CRT can be regarded as the standard.

2.9 Palliative chemotherapy
---------------------------

At some stage, in about half of all patients with HNSCC, the malignancy will no longer be able to be treated appropriately by means of surgery or irradiation (e.g. no further radiation treatment will be possible because of local recurrences or distant metastases). In these patients, drug therapy must be given with palliative intent and on a strictly individual basis, so that there is a balance between the expected efficacy and the expected toxicity of the treatment. Often, sequentially administered monotherapy is preferred to combination treatment. The main agents used are MTX, platinum derivatives, 5-FU, taxanes and cetuximab (see below). These agents can be used "first-line" or "second-line". "First-line" refers to a regimen that is used first; if there is no response, treatment is expanded to include additional agents ("second line").

In palliative CTX (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the aim is to prolong life, and/or improve a patient's quality-of-life by reducing tumour-related symptoms. Various treatment protocols have been investigated in palliative patient populations. Although the number of complete and partial remissions in cisplatin-containing treatment regimens was sometimes much higher than in protocols containing no cisplatin \[[@R191]\], \[[@R29]\], comparison of the survival times revealed minimal differences. The same observation was made in a direct comparison of mono-and combination therapies \[[@R16]\], \[[@R45]\]. The combination of cisplatin and 5-FU produced a higher response rate (\~30% vs. 15%), when compared with the respective monotherapy, but although side effects were more frequent, survival time was only marginally improved \[[@R71]\], \[[@R29]\], \[[@R40]\], \[[@R75]\], (Table 2 [(Tab. 2)](#T2){ref-type="fig"}).

The combination of taxanes with platinum derivatives, and potentially 5-FU, does not appear to be significantly superior to the combination of platinum and 5-FU \[[@R75]\], \[[@R20]\]. In the metastatic stage, median survival is approximately 6 months, irrespective of the CTX protocol used.

A significant improvement in survival time from 7.4 to 10.1 months was achieved through the integration of an anti-EGFR antibody (see below), to supplement conventional CTX with platinum and 5-FU in a first-line setting \[[@R185]\]. Despite disadvantages, such as the need to discontinue treatment in one in five patients, and the development of ten CTX-related deaths from a total of 442 treated patients, this form of treatment is currently regarded as the "new standard" for the palliative treatment of patients with HNSCC. It should be noted, however, that a recent Health Technology Assessment (HTA) analysis of this combination did not confer an appropriate cost-benefit ratio \[[@R77]\].

There is currently no standard "second-line" treatment with palliative intent, and at present, such an approach is associated with an extremely poor response rate \[[@R113]\]. However, the use of novel "biologicals" or modified chemotherapeutic agents, such as capecitabine, an oral prodrug of 5-FU which is currently being investigated \[[@R123]\], may help to improve outcomes.

3 Targeted therapy/biologicals
==============================

The term "targeted therapy" or "biological" refers to a substance (e.g. a small molecule) that has a specific effect on a particular molecular target (e.g. growth factors that stimulate intracellular signalling pathways in tumour cells). Other examples of targeted therapies include monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), substances which are synthesised by identical immune cells that are all clones of a unique parent cell. Compared to classical antineoplastic CTX, the hope for this type of therapy is that their highly targeted tumour-specific activity will evoke fewer side effects. This is particularly relevant for patients with HNSCC, whom experience high levels of comorbidity which can restrict their ability to tolerate conventional CTX.

Various biologicals are being investigated in Phase III studies. Some of the most extensively researched molecules are the homologous EGF Receptor Kinase (HER) family, which comprises various sister molecules (e.g. HER1 and HER2), the former of which is better known as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR).

3.1 Monoclonal antibodies against EGFR
--------------------------------------

Growth factors are polypeptides that are synthesised and secreted by various cell types. They bind to specific membrane-based glycoprotein receptors and, depending on the target cell, can cause different phenotypic changes. After binding to the receptor, a signalling cascade, comprising a virtually continuous chain of signalling proteins, is activated (Figure 5 [(Fig. 5)](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Many of these signalling pathways culminate in the activation of transcription factors and a change in the cell's gene expression. As a result, growth factors commonly stimulate proliferation, prevent differentiation, or protect the cell from apoptosis. Since the process of carcinogenesis is associated with the uncontrolled expression of growth factors, growth factor receptors and components of the intracellular signalling cascade, these molecules are regarded as key elements of the formation of a degenerated cell. Selective interference of the underlying signalling mechanisms could therefore open up new avenues of cancer treatment. For example, ligand binding suppression using targeted mAbs could evoke an antiproliferative effect.

EGFR is one of the most extensively researched growth factor receptors, and consists of four members of the proto-oncogene family, (i.e. c-erbB-1, -2, -3 and -4). EGFR (from c-erbB-1) is a 170 kDa transmembrane phosphoglycoprotein which, with the exception of haematopoietic cells, is found within all adult tissue. The cysteine-rich extracellular domain is responsible for binding ligands, including EGF and TGF alpha. This leads to intracellular tyrosine kinase activation and induction of the signalling cascade (Ras/Raf/MAPK, Figure 5 [(Fig. 5)](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Further protein phosphorylation then triggers transcription factors which ultimately lead to a change in the cell's gene expression. In head and neck squamous carcinoma cells, EGFR is often extensively overexpressed \[[@R159]\].

Because of the frequency and intensity of EGFR expression, its importance in the development and maintenance of the malignant phenotype, and the accessible position of the EGF/TGFα receptor on the cell surface, anti-EGFR mAbs have been studied extensively in HNSCC.

Several monoclonal antibodies target EGFR. These include: the "chimeric" IgG1 anti-EGFR antibody, cetuximab (Erbitux^®^), which comprises human and murine fractions; the humanised EMD72000, matuzumab, which is a version of IgG1 with an elongated half-life \[[@R23]\]; or the completely humanised antibodies, panitumumab (IgG2a), and zalutumumab (IgG1). In principle, these entities bind to EGFR with a higher affinity than the endogenous ligands, thus preventing dimerisation, internalisation, and autophosphorylation. Preclinical studies have demonstrated an inhibition of proliferation and induction of apoptosis in the tumour; an antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), particularly with chimeric antibodies, and evidence of additive/synergistic interactions with CTX and RTX \[[@R82]\], \[[@R85]\], \[[@R24]\]. Cetuximab has demonstrated its efficacy in HNSCC in several clinical papers. In one pioneering study in patients with locally advanced HNSCC without a primary surgical treatment option, cetuximab, in combination with RTX, was compared to RTX alone. Relative to the RTX-only arm, cetuximab + RTX increased median survival time by 19.7 months (49.0 vs. 29.3 months), and median time to locoregional failure by 9.5 months (24.4 vs. 14.9 months) \[[@R26]\], \[[@R27]\]. However, patients at the T4 or N0 stage and those who had a poor Karnofsky index and were over 65 years of age did not benefit.

Two Phase III studies have examined the efficacy of anti-EGFR therapy in a first-line setting. In a study by Burtness et al. \[[@R32]\], the combination of cisplatin and cetuximab was compared with cetuximab and placebo. The response rate in the cisplatin-containing arm was significantly higher than that of the placebo-containing arm (26% vs. 10%; *p*=0.03). However, there were no significant differences in median progression-free survival and median overall survival, potentially because the study was inadequately powered. As noted by other investigators \[[@R27]\], there was a correlation between treatment efficacy and antibody-associated skin toxicity (skin rash, Figure 6 [(Fig. 6)](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

In the second study \[[@R185]\], 442 patients were randomised to receive either CTX alone or CTX + cetuximab. In addition to the known transient skin toxicities, infusion reactions, sepsis and hypomagnesaemia were observed during antibody therapy. Compared to the CTX-only arm, median survival in the antibody-containing arm increased significantly by 2.7 months (10.1 vs. 7.4 months) and was described by the authors as a "major breakthrough" in the palliative systemic treatment of patients with head and neck cancer. This combination was mostly effective in patients under 65 years of age with a Karnofsky index of over 80 who received cisplatin and not carboplatin, and those with tumours of the oral cavity but not of the hypopharynx or larynx \[[@R185]\]. For both groups, the estimated two-year survival was less than 20%, but addition of the antibody did not cause any reduction in quality-of-life \[[@R127]\]. Interestingly, in this study the EGFR gene expression of the treated tumours was not a predictive marker for an antibody response \[[@R115]\].

On the basis of these results, in 2006, the cetuximab/Erbitux^®^ + RTX combination was registered for the treatment of patients with advanced HNSCC. In 2008, it was also approved in combination with first-line CTX for patients with recurrent/metastatic HNSCC. Cetuximab monotherapy also appears to be efficacious in the second-and third-line treatment of cisplatin-refractory patients \[[@R187]\]. A further registration (FDA fast-track status) for the palliative treatment of HNSCC patients for whom treatment options have been exhausted was granted for the humanised antibody zalutumumab. This followed a demonstration of prolonged progression-free survival, although overall survival was unaffected \[[@R121]\].

Ongoing studies are attempting to determine whether the combination of RTX + cetuximab is equivalent or even superior to the previous gold-standard in the primary treatment of HNSCC: simultaneous CRT (i.e. whether it also reduces late toxicity). The results of the RTOG 0522 Phase III study presented at ASCO 2011 were sobering however, as they failed to demonstrate either progression-free or overall survival for the CRT + cetuximab combination, when compared to CRT alone. CRT + cetuximab was also associated with a higher side effect incidence (i.e. mucositis and skin reactions) \[[@R11]\]. Following these disappointing results, a planned Phase III study of adjuvant CRT ± the humanised antibody, panitumumab (EORTC 24071, Budach W, Düsseldorf), was discontinued. The adoption of the RTX + cetuximab regimen is now very much likely to depend on the findings of comparative trials versus primary CRT, and the resultant subgroup analysis. Thus, several Phase III studies are underway to investigate the interaction of cetuximab with radiotherapy (see paper by F. Welz) or induction CTX: RTOG-0920 (Machtay M, Cleveland, OH, USA) which is investigating whether the additional of cetuximab to RTX improves overall survival in postoperative patients with intermediate risk; the four-arm study by Paccagnella (GSTTC Italian Collaborative Group) which is comparing CRT, RTX + cetuximab, TPF + CRT, and TPF + RTX + cetuximab; the INTERCEPTOR study (Merlano, Italy) which is comparing TPF induction followed by CRT with RTX + cetuximab; the GORTEC2007-01 study which is comparing RTX + cetuximab with CRT + cetuximab; and the GORTEC2007-02 study which is comparing CRT with induction TPF followed by RTX + cetuximab.

Further studies are investigating the efficacy of anti-EGFR antibodies in combination with taxanes (e.g. CeFCID, Keilholz, Berlin; DeLOS II, Dietz, Leipzig; ICRAT, Budach, Berlin; \[[@R12]\]). Irrespective of the results, there is sufficient evidence to date to suggest that anti-EGFR antibodies are efficacious in HNSCC. Thus, targeted therapy is now firmly established as a fourth pillar of treatment alongside surgery, irradiation, and classic CTX.

3.2 Immunotherapy
-----------------

There are four main principles of an immunotherapy intervention: active or passive, and specific or nonspecific. Active immunotherapy involves the induction of an immune response in the tumour host, whereas passive immunisation is based on the transfer of suitable, e.g. *ex vivo* reproduced and/or conditioned immune cells or the infusion of immunoglobulins (antibodies). The general features of all four immunotherapy types are shown below (Figure 7 [(Fig. 7)](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

The concept behind immunotherapy is to build up or support an effective immune response directed against tumour-associated antigens (TAA). This is done in an attempt to strengthen the antigenicity and/or immunogenicity of the TAAs and to correct the inhibitory mechanisms that act at various levels of the immunological defences.

Essentially, immunotherapy uses the body's own specific and systemic defences, as part of the "main treatment" of tumour cells that would not otherwise be targeted \[[@R84]\], \[[@R201]\]. Current antitumour immunotherapy techniques comprise, amongst others, nonspecific immunostimulation, genetic modifications of tumour or immune cells and the use of monoclonal antibodies, adoptive immunotherapy, and vaccination/immunisation.

The use of (chimeric) anti-EGFR antibodies -- although often classed as biological or targeted therapy -- can also be regarded as a passive immunotherapy technique. Apart from the anti-EGFR antibodies however, no other classes of immunotherapy agents are supported by consistent Phase III study results, and are therefore unlikely to be registered for use in HNSCC in the near future (Table 3 [(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"}). Researchers are optimistic about viral target structures such as the Epstein-Barr virus (mainly in China) and HPV, which are already being targeted for immunotherapy with other tumour entities \[[@R82]\], \[[@R10]\], \[[@R145]\], \[[@R197]\], \[[@R204]\].

HPV is a double-stranded DNA virus which, via its E6/E7 region, inactivates the tumour suppressor genes p53 and pRb, and causes uncontrolled cell proliferation and tumour development \[[@R131]\]. It is the most common sexually transmitted virus in the world, and infection with HPV-16 carries a 15-fold increased risk of developing oropharyngeal cancer. HPV-positive HNSCCs often develop in the oropharynx, but can also culminate in cystic metastases. Despite showing relatively little differentiation compared to HPV-negative HNSCCs, HPV-positive HNSCCs do not appear to be directly correlated with tobacco and alcohol consumption \[[@R3]\]. In recent years, an increased incidence of HPV-positive HNSCC and oropharyngeal cancers has been observed. Current data suggest that a change in the classification of HNSCC (e.g. whether patients are HPV-positive or HPV-negative) is warranted, since their prognosis differs considerably -- HPV-positive HNSCCs are generally more sensitive to RTX and CTX, and have a more favourable postoperative long-term prognosis \[[@R116]\], \[[@R99]\], \[[@R10]\].

HPV vaccines (Gardasil^®^, Cervarix^®^) are available for the prevention of cervical cancer and are registered for use in girls and young women. However, since it is mostly young men who develop HPV-positive HNSCC, studies have been initiated to investigate the activity and efficacy of HPV vaccination in men. Whether these vaccinations will lead to a reduction in HPV-associated HNSCC is yet to be determined. It must also be noted that Gardasil^®^ and Cervarix^®^ are *prophylactic* vaccines, whereas *therapeutic* vaccines are required in HNSCC patients with an existing tumour load. Since T-cell responses to HPV constituents have been observed in HNSCC patients \[[@R5]\], \[[@R83]\], HPV may become an attractive target molecule for immunotherapy, e.g. for adoptive transfer \[[@R6]\].

Although immunotherapy has yet to become established as the standard for the adjuvant treatment of HNSCC, basic immunological research has contributed to our understanding of the complex immunobiology of HNSCC (Figure 8 [(Fig. 8)](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). To date, this has not transferred to an evidence-based clinical benefit (Table 3 [(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"}), but there is reason to believe that future studies will incorporate these insights for the benefit of HNSCC patients.

3.3 Anti-angiogenesis
---------------------

Preclinical and clinical studies suggest that vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) plays a major role in the regulation of neoplastic angiogenesis in solid tumours.

In HNSCC, it has been shown that a correlation exists between tumoral VEGF expression and tumour stage, vascular invasion and survival. It is therefore logical to use either a monoclonal, humanised anti-VEGF antibody, (bevacizumab, Avastin^®^), or a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) that attacks intracellularly at the receptor domain (e.g. sunitinib/sorafenib) (Figure 9 [(Fig. 9)](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Initial studies with bevacizumab alone produced unfavourable response rates, so combinations with CTX in prognostically unfavourable HNSCC patients were investigated \[[@R166]\]. In a further Phase I study in patients with advanced HNSCC, a combination of bevacizumab with sirolimus was found to have an acceptable side effect profile \[[@R44]\].

On the assumption that VEGF-mediated angiogenesis could be involved in resistance to an anti-EGFR targeted therapy, erlotinib was combined with bevacizumab in a Phase I/II study in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNSCC. Side effects included diarrhoea and rash, and also severe bleeding from the tumour (3/46 patients). A response was seen mainly in patients with a high ratio of phosphorylated VEGFR2 or EGFR to total protein \[[@R42]\].

In a Phase II study, bevacizumab was used with the antifolate, pemetrexed, in the first-line treatment of patients with recurrent or metastatic HNSCC. Tumours were well controlled, and the overall response rate was 30%, but severe haemorrhagic complications were seen in 6/40 patients \[[@R13]\].

It is not currently possible to provide a final assessment of the efficacy of bevacizumab in HNSCC, but an ECOG Phase III study (E1305) investigating its use when combined with CTX (cisplatin + docetaxel or 5-FU) in patients with recurrent or metastatic HNSCC is expected to provide clarity. In general, the decision to use bevacizumab must assess the possibility of haemorrhagic complications, and take precautions accordingly.

Cilengitide, a cyclic pentapeptide, has antiangiogenic properties which stem from "integrin" inhibition. In addition to several individual case reports \[[@R153]\], cilengitide was combined with cetuximab and platinum-containing CTX in a Phase I study in patients with HNSCC. A 2000 mg dosage was selected on the basis of its favourable side effect profile in the randomised Phase II (ADVANTAGE) study that is currently being evaluated \[[@R184]\].

Sunitinib inhibits various receptor tyrosine kinases such as those for VEGF, PDGF, c-Kit, FLT, CSF and RET (Figure 9 [(Fig. 9)](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). One study \[[@R38]\] was discontinued early on account of haemorrhagic complications. In a study \[[@R120]\] involving orally administered sunitinib, partial remission was observed in only one of 38 patients, but 16% of patients reported haemorrhagic complications.

3.4 Hypoxic cells as target structures
--------------------------------------

Tirapazamine is a bioreductive substance with selective cytotoxicity for hypoxic (tumour) cells. It also potentiates the action of cisplatin. Phase I/II studies in advanced HNSCC have shown that tirapazamine has an acceptable toxicity profile in cisplatin-based CRT protocols. The additive effect of TPZ in CRT was investigated in a Phase III study which included 853 patients with untreated advanced HNSCC (TROG CE, "Tirapazamine Radiation and Cisplatin Evaluation", \[[@R157]\]). No improvement in survival time or any other evaluated parameter was achieved by adding tirapazamine.

3.5 Signalling cascade inhibition
---------------------------------

### 3.5.1 Tyrosine kinases (TKIs)

In HNSCC, receptor variants such as the EGFRvIII mutation appear to be responsible for the constitutive activation of the downstream signalling cascade and any resistance to EGFR inhibition by the corresponding mAbs \[[@R170]\]. To overcome resistance, the inhibition of signalling cascades downstream from the receptor, such as EGFR-associated tyrosine kinase, could be an interesting treatment approach (Figure 9 [(Fig. 9)](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

An EGFR-specific TKI was presented as long ago as 1994 by Fry et al. \[[@R73]\]. These small molecules selectively suppress EGFR autophosphorylation, thus preventing receptor-mediated intracellular signal transmission, and show antitumoral activity *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[@R30]\]. More recent developments, including their current clinical use, are presented below and in Table 4 [(Tab. 4)](#T4){ref-type="fig"}.

Erlotinib (Tarceva^®^) is a selective inhibitor of the tyrosine kinase domain of the EGF receptor (HER1). It has been registered in Germany for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer since 2005, and in pancreatic cancer since early 2007.

Gefitinib (Iressa^®^) is a selective EGFR inhibitor which is registered for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer with activating EGFR mutations.

The main problem with using single inhibitors is the rapid development of mutated kinases which become resistant to treatment. A more logical approach is to combine several inhibitors and/or develop ones with several sites of attack. Such approaches are described below.

Lapatinib (Tyverb^®^) is a dual TKI (HER1 and 2), which is licensed for combination treatment with capecitabine in women with advanced or metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer who have already been treated with chemotherapy. The registration has now been extended to include combination therapy with an aromatase inhibitor for the treatment of postmenopausal women with hormone receptor-and HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer.

Like lapatinib, BIBW-2992 (afatinib) shows dual (irreversible) tyrosine kinase inhibition and could play a role in cetuximab resistance \[[@R211]\]. Afatinib is currently being evaluated in a Phase II study in HNSCC patients \[[@R167]\]; Phase III studies are in preparation.

Sorafenib (Nexavar^®^) is a multi-kinase inhibitor that has several points of attack: the inhibition of Raf kinase to reduce cell division and proliferation; and the inhibition of other tyrosine kinases, including those involved in the VEGF signalling pathway, to reduce tumour angiogenesis. Sorafenib has received approval for the treatment of advanced renal cell carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma. Other multi-kinase inhibitors are sunitinib (see above), BIBF 1120 (VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR), vandetanib (VEGFR, EGFR) and dasatinib (among others Src kinase, Figure 9 [(Fig. 9)](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

All of the inhibitors listed above are oral formulations, although this is not necessarily advantageous in patients with neoplasia of the mouth and upper airways (dysphagia, PEG). The most common side effects are acne-like rash and diarrhoea.

Various studies involving signalling cascade inhibitors in HNSCC are listed in Table 4 [(Tab. 4)](#T4){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth noting that in the Phase III study by Stewart et al. \[[@R175]\], there was no improvement in response or survival time in the gefitinib arms (250 and 500 mg/day), when compared with MTX therapy. The role of these agents in combination with CTX has not yet been established \[[@R79]\] and is the subject of ongoing studies (e.g. ECOG 1302: Phase III randomised, placebo-controlled trial of docetaxel versus docetaxel plus ZD1839 (Iressa, gefitinib) in performance status 2 or previously treated patients with recurrent or metastatic head and neck cancer).

### 3.5.2 mTOR and other signalling molecules

Sirolimus/rapamycin (Rapamune^®^) is an immunosuppressant with a macrolide structure which is isolated from streptomycetes. Sirolimus inhibits a number of cytokine-mediated signal transduction pathways via complexation of the protein mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin), a 282 kDa phosphoinositide 3-kinase which is often activated in HNSCC. The deactivation of mTOR prevents mTOR-dependent cell metabolism which disrupts the cell cycle and inhibits cell growth (Figure 9 [(Fig. 9)](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Even though sirolimus is a novel treatment approach, studies in HNSCC are currently limited to Phase I trials \[[@R44]\]. Rapamycin derivatives, such as everolimus, temsirolimus and deforolimus, are potent mTOR inhibitors that are more stable and soluble than rapamycin. Early clinical studies of these agents as monotherapy (e.g. TEMHEAD study at the Hannover Medical School) or in combination with (induction) CTX/CRT have now been initiated.

Other therapeutic points of attack that target the tumour's own signalling cascade include the inhibition of protein kinase C \[[@R35]\] or the proteasome NF-kappaB by bortezomib \[[@R61]\].

4 Gene and stem-cell therapy
============================

4.1 Gene therapy
----------------

Gene therapy involves the insertion of genetic material either directly into tumour cells (thus producing cytotoxicity), or indirectly via the introduction of DNA into healthy cells (thus activating the body's immune system to act specifically against the cancer). The aim of gene therapy is to eliminate tumour cells as selectively as possible, without creating any accompanying toxicity in adjacent, non-malignant cells. HNSCCs are particularly suited to this form of treatment, as in most cases, there is good accessibility for the intratumoral injection of vectors and a treatment-monitoring biopsy. Although the efficacy of gene therapy is restricted to locoregional control, its use in HNSCC seems worthwhile, since locoregional recurrences often occur during the course of the disease and can affect overall survival. The following conditions must be met before gene therapy can be used "routinely": a) optimisation of the type and route of access so that the genetic material can be selectively introduced into the target tissue in a sufficiently high concentration; b) selection of the most effective and safest gene sequences; c) creation of a means of regulating expression of the therapeutic gene, and if necessary, stopping it completely.

Various treatment strategies have been developed, such as the replacement of mutated tumour suppressor genes (e.g. p53), the expression of alloantigens, or the inhibition of oncogenes \[[@R76]\], \[[@R107]\]. If necessary, these approaches can also be used in combination, to help potentiate the therapeutic effect.

Many different vehicles for gene administration have been tested, but viral vectors, particularly those derived from adeno-and retroviruses, are still considered the most efficient. The most extensively researched gene therapy approaches in HNSCC focus on the "repair" of the tumour suppressor gene p53, which is present in mutated form in well over half of HNSCC cases, and is associated with an unfavourable prognosis \[[@R66]\], \[[@R18]\]. p53 is a central protein in cell cycle control and protects the cell from genotoxic stress by causing G1/S cell cycle arrest in genetically altered cells. p53 mutations can therefore cause genetically damaged cells to reproduce uncontrollably. In preclinical studies, gene therapy involving the replacement of mutated p53 led to reduced growth of HNSCC and increased radiochemical sensitivity \[[@R118]\].

Initial clinical studies involving Advexin (Ad5CMV-p53), a modified p53-coding adenovirus in which the E1 region is replaced by the cDNA of the p53 gene, showed a clinical response in some advanced HNSCC patients \[[@R41]\], \[[@R212]\]. Side effects mainly comprised flu-like symptoms and localised pain. Two Phase III studies (T301, T302) have been designed to compare the safety, efficacy and survival of Advexin, as monotherapy or in combination with CTX, in patients with HNSCC. In the T301 study, 123 patients with tumour recurrence following RTX and CTX with cisplatin/taxanes, received either intratumoral Advexin or MTX \[[@R133]\]. Although no significant differences in overall survival were observed in the two study arms (Advexin 6.1 vs. MTX 4.4 months), Advexin improved survival (7.2 vs. 2.7 months) in patients with a "favourable" profile (normal p53 gene sequences and low p53 protein expression), when compared with those with an "unfavourable" p53 profile (high expression of mutated p53, \[[@R134]\]). The second Phase III study (T302) will involve 288 patients with recurrent HNSCC, who will be treated with cisplatin, 5-FU ± Advexin. Advexin is not yet licensed for use in HNSCC.

Onyx-015 is another adenovirus, but one from which the E1B region has been removed. The E1B region is responsible for the binding and inactivation of the p53 tumour suppressor protein, and is required for virus replication in normal tissue. For this reason, onyx-015 is only suitable in cells that have disturbed p53 function. Although various *in vitro* studies have questioned its selectivity, clinical trials have been performed to investigate onyx-015 as monotherapy or in combination with CTX \[[@R96]\], \[[@R136]\], \[[@R137]\], \[[@R135]\]. Remission was achieved in some patients, but there appeared to be no correlation with p53 status. This led researchers to again question the agent's selectivity, and as a consequence, all studies were discontinued.

Another gene therapy that has been clinical tested is Gendicine^®^, a replication-deficient adenoviral vector with an RSV promoter which codes for the human wild-type p53 and is manufactured in human embryogenic renal cells (bioreactor). In China, Gendicine has been commercially available commercially for the treatment of HNSCC since 2004 (SiBiono, Shenzhen). Gendicine is therefore the first gene therapy to receive marketing authorisation following clinical testing. In the western world however, this registration was viewed with scepticism, as it was solely based on a Chinese Phase II/III study that involved only 135 patients (85% nasopharyngeal carcinoma) -- a study population which was regarded by many experts to be inadequate. In this study, combination therapy comprising irradiation and Gendicine evoked complete tumour regression approximately three times more frequently than RTX alone \[[@R144]\]. No correlation with p53 status was established. A multicentre randomised Phase IV study involving over 300 patients has now been initiated in China. Criticism of the drug's evidence base remains however, as virtually all relevant scientific and clinical studies have been published in Chinese-language journals. This makes it much more difficult for western scientists to scrutinise the data.

Numerous other gene therapy approaches are under investigation in HNSCC (e.g. REOLYSIN^®^, a wild-type oncolytic (RNA) reovirus with selective toxicity for tumour cells). Initial results are encouraging, and suggest that gene therapy can be used clinically, particularly as part of a combination regimen. However, disadvantages, such as high costs and the current inability to assess its safety, must firstly be overcome before its use becomes standardised.

4.2 Stem-cell therapy
---------------------

Stem cells can be differentiated into various cell types or tissues -- depending on the type of stem cells and the influences upon them, they can become generic tissue (embryonic stem cells) or a specified tissue type (adult stem cells). Stem cells can be regarded as a reservoir of new cells that replaces defective or dead cells. In oncology, the *tumour stem cell* is characterised by specific markers with properties of self-renewal, potentially uncontrolled proliferation, and the fact that it remains in the resting phase of the cell cycle and is consequently resistant to chemo-and radiotherapy. Treatments that specifically target HNSCC-specific tumour stem cells could, in principle, improve the chance of finding a cure. For this hope to be realised however, dedicated molecular characterisation of the corresponding cell is required, meaning that such an approach is far from routine clinical use (review in \[[@R206]\] and \[[@R129]\]).

5 General conclusions
=====================

HNSCC is mainly treated using surgery and/or irradiation. Systemic cytostatic therapy has an established place in combination with primary or adjuvant irradiation, and in the palliative setting with previously treated recurrences or distant metastases. The value of induction CTX, which currently comprises triple combination with a taxane, platinum derivative, and 5-FU, must be investigated in randomised studies, using the current standard therapy (simultaneous CRT) as a comparator.

Following the registration of the anti-EGFR antibody, cetuximab, a fourth "pillar" in the form of targeted therapy was established. However, before it can be integrated into existing protocols and/or replace established methods, further investigations are required. Innovative molecular substances (e.g. multi-kinase inhibitors) and immunotherapy or gene therapy approaches -- which to date have not received EU marketing authorisation in HNSCC -- should improve future treatment options and have favourable side effect profiles. These must now be tested in clinical studies with sufficiently large patient populations, preferably in a first-line setting.

In order to identify the treatment that is most suitable for any particular patient, clinical and/or molecular predictive markers must also be identified. These will help to further advance the individualisation of tumour therapy. To this end, a clear and renewed impetus in HNSCC translational research is long overdue.

The right individual therapy, along with effective multidisciplinary communication, can not only help to ensure that the tumour is controlled and survival prolonged, but also that the patient's quality-of-life is maintained or restored.
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